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Green, Scott

From: Paul and Linda Stevens <stevenspl@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:28 AM
To: Paul H. Stevens
Subject: CONNECTING: John Denver and Grandma Mary; Photo around world in 1926; 

Soledad O'Brien; ZIP code is 50; Tribune to buy 19 TV stations; Never was golden age 
of journalism; The 4 a.m. army

Colleagues, 

Here are some items of interest. 

Of all the wire stories (and, OK, the hundreds of logs, memos and staff notes) I wrote in my 36 years with the 
AP, the one that got the widest play involved a pop singer and my wife’s grandmother. I shared on Facebook 
and Connecting/Facebook colleague Bob Daugherty suggested I share with the Connecting group. Now, the 
rest of the story: 

When Mary Saul was asked to cook for singer John Denver in summer of 1978, while he was in the city to learn 
to fly his new Learjet, she was sworn to secrecy because Denver wanted his stay in Wichita to be kept private. 
She called Linda and me to let us know privately, and I asked her to see if Denver would agree to an AP 
interview if we did not publish the story until the day he left Wichita. He agreed, and we met at Grandmother 
Saul’s place for the interview. The story and photo above moved on the worldwide AP wires and we got 
clippings from all over the world. (The attached photo was signed by Denver, “Grandmother Mary, thanks for 
taking such good care of me in Wichita. I love you, John Denver.”) When Denver returned to Wichita a year 
later for a concert, he sent “Grandma Mary” front-row tickets and pointed her out during the concert. John 
Denver died in October 1997 when the experimental aircraft he was piloting crashed into the Pacific Ocean. 
Grandmother Mary also passed, and today, I have no doubts she’s knocking Denver’s socks off, as he put it, 
with her chocolate pies - up in the Great Beyond. 
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Paul 
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How to send a photo around the world, in 1926  (Shared by Ron Edmonds) 

http://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/how-to-send-a-photo-around-the-world-in-1926-533206646 
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Soledad O’Brien joins Al Jazeera America  (Shared by Bob Daugherty) 

http://www.politico.com/story/2013/07/soledad-obrien-al-jazeera-america-93608.html 
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The ZIP Code Turns 50 

http://nation.time.com/2013/07/01/the-zip-code-turns-50/?xid=newsletter-daily 
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Tribune to Buy 19 TV Stations for $2.7 Billion 

http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/07/01/tribune-to-buy-19-tv-stations-for-2-7-billion/?smid=tw-share&_r=0 
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Former Newsweek Editor: There Never Was a ‘Golden Age’ of Journalism 

http://www.mediabistro.com/fishbowlny/cuny-newsweek-business-week-stephen-shepard-lynn-povich-
digital-journalism_b86412 
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Whom do journalists trust more: politicians or PR pros?  (Shared by Latrice Davis) 

http://www.prdaily.com/Main/Articles/14768.aspx# 
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The 4 a.m. army  

(ProPublica investigative reporting group project) 

http://nation.time.com/2013/06/27/the-4-am-army/ 
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